[Interrelations between the content of reactive oxygen species and the state of DNA structure in bone marrow cells of mice after whole body gamma-irradiation].
The aim of the research is a further analysis of a problem concerning two (regulatory and damaging) functions of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in viability of organism cells under acute exposure to ionizing radiation. For this purpose the ROS content and the state of DNA structure in bone marrow cells of male CBA and SHK mice have been studied in dynamics, from 15 minutes up to 185 day after acute exposure to a sublethal dose (1.5 Gy) of ionizing radiation. The analysis of dependencies between these parameters in the norm, immediately after irradiation and in later cell descendants showed the direct correlation between the ROS content and the DNA nativity in the norm; 185 days after irradiation the correlation disappeared. It was suggested that the correlation occurred in the norm indicates participation of the ROS (as a sensory link) in a system of reactions (under the control of the corresponding genetic program), that ensure the DNA structure and, ultimately, the genome stability. The loss of such connection after acute exposure to ionizing radiation indicates actuation of another module of reactions sustaining stability of cellular genome in new conditions, without regulatory participation of ROS, that can promote or demonstrate the development of radiation-induced genome instability.